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NSU RECEIVES PRELIMINARY
APPROVAL TO BUILD HOSPITAL

By: Keren Moros

NSU is one step closer to
getting a hospital on campus.
On Dec. 5, the Agency for
Healthcare Administration gave
preliminary approval to Hospital
Corporation of America East Florida’s
Certificate of Need to build a hospital
on NSU’s campus.
President George Hanbury
said when AHCA announces this
decision on its website this week,
local hospitals will have 21 days
to contest the decision.
“The Certificate of Need has
been preliminary approved subject
to those 21 days,” Hanbury said.
“If there’s no objection within
those 21 days, the approval
of HCA’s Certificate of Need
is granted without any further

action. If there is an appeal, then
an administrative law judge will
make a final ruling.”
The plan would relocate
Plantation General Hospital to
NSU. The hospital is licensed
for 265 beds, which HCA will
relocate. 200 beds will be
relocated to the campus hospital,
but the corporation will keep an
emergency facility on Route 441
to serve the immediate needs of
Plantation General’s community.
In addition, HCA has agreed
that anyone who goes to that
emergency facility and needs to
be admitted to a hospital will be
transported to the campus hospital
for free.
“Even though they’re talking
about building 200 beds, which

is 65 less than the beds they have
now at Plantation General, it will
be three times bigger because
it will eventually become not
just a community hospital but
a teaching-research hospital,”
Hanbury said.
Hanbury said that while the
mayor of Plantation has opposed
the move, believing HCA to be
“greedy” for moving the hospital
from a lower-income area,
30 percent of the NSU clinic
medical patients currently come
from the ZIP codes immediately
surrounding Plantation General.
The hospital is moving 4.6 miles,
which Hanbury said is only one
ZIP code to the southwest.
“We will have a new state-ofthe-art hospital integrated into our

brand new Center for Collaborative
Research for potential clinical
trials and all the research we’ve
been talking about,” Hanbury said.
Vice President of Student
Affairs and Dean of the College
of Undergraduate College Brad
Williams said that the news is “a
game changer” for the university.
“It will impact every element
of the university,” Williams said.
“It will impact the entire student
body as well as the university
because of the reputation it will
allow us to continue to grow.”
Williams noted that teaching
hospitals on private university
campuses
include
hospitals
at schools such as Vanderbilt
University and Tulane University.
“It puts us into an arena that is

COURTESY OF DANCEMARATHON.COM

and vice president of the Dance
Marathon committee, said students
don’t have to dance to attend.
“I don’t feel comfortable
dancing in front of people, but I
love attending this event,” she said.
“There are so many other activities
attendees can participate in. Since
it’s for a good cause, it’s worth
being a part of.”
The committee devised three
rules for Dance Marathon: no
sitting, no caffeine and have fun.
“The no sitting rule is a part
of the nationwide Dance Marathon
movement’s motto, ‘we must dance
for those who can’t,” Bowman
said. “The no caffeine rule is
something our committee created;
we want attendees to be a part of
the experience because they want to
be — not rely on something to keep
them there.”
Rachel
Salveson,
senior
biology major and president of the
Dance Marathon committee, said
getting involved in a cause helps
a person to find out what they are
most passionate about.
“Not only is Dance Marathon
a way to help families have
everything they need to help their

significant and it’s very good for all
of us, so I’m thrilled,” Williams said.
Though other hospitals can
still contest the decision, Williams
said the approval was a “big
hurdle” that NSU had tried to
overcome a few times.
Vice President for Facilities
Management Pete Witschen said
the hospital has been planned for
several years. NSU has already
identified the lower third of the
University Park Plaza, a 9-acre
piece of land, as the construction
site. The emergency facility
currently in construction in UPP
will be connected to the hospital.
Construction will require
moving several offices, including
SEE PRELIMINARY APPROVAL

CANCER DOESN’T QUIT, SO WE WON’T SIT:
DANCE MARATHON 2015

NSU will participate in the nationwide movement, Dance Marathon to raise money for children battling cancer.

By: Alyssa DiMaria
A group of undergraduate
students is planning the second
annual
Dance
Marathon,
a
fundraiser to benefit Joe DiMaggio
Children’s Hospital on Jan. 9 from
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. on the basketball
courts at the Recreational Complex
in the Don Taft University Center.
Dance Marathon is an eighthour event to raise money for
children battling cancer. It is a
nationwide event held at more
than 250 colleges and high schools

across the country, all raising money
for the Children’s Miracle Network
Hospital in their community.
Graduate Assistant for Special
Events and Projects Sean Ryan
brought Dance Marathon to campus
and said that the event means a lot to
him because it gives children hope.
“Dance
Marathon
brings
together so many people to fight
for a cause and there is no greater
calling than that,” he said. “Dance
Marathon has taught me to be a lot
more humble and be aware of my
everyday actions and to not take for

granted the things I do.”
Children and families from Joe
DiMaggio will attend and hospital
representatives will speak. The
event, which will be open to the
public, will also include a photo
booth, games, free food, drinks and
prizes for every theme hour that
the students stay for. The different
theme hours include: Country
Tribute, Hip Hop, Power Hour,
Twister Tournament and 90s babies
throwback.
Kathleen Bowman, junior
business administration major

children beat their sickness, it’s also
a great networking opportunity to
meet new people,” she said.
Graduate
Assistant
for
Special Events and Projects and
co-adviser for the Dance Marathon
committee, Kaitlyn Bamrick said
the event is a great way to to bond
with different students.
“Since everyone who attends
will be in one area for eight hours,
students don’t have a choice but to
meet new people,” she said.
Ryan said Dance Marathon
impacts students’ experience at
NSU and in life.
“Having
the
opportunity
to see children or young adults
overcome this huge challenge is
very rewarding,” he said. “Being a
part of this event will give students
a whole new perspective on life and
how something so small can impact
so many people.”
To register, donate or to find
more information about Dance
Marathon, visit gofundme.com/
g850kc. To speak to someone
directly about the event, contact
Salveson at 630-849-5174 or
rs1428@nova.edu
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the NSU Bookstore and Henderson
Student Counseling Services.
“Even though this is just
preliminary and there are still
approval processes, we will start
to map out what we will do to
ensure that the necessary classes
and the spaces in UPP get moved
someplace else on campus,”
Witschen said.
HCA will own the land the

hospital is built on and will begin
demolition and site work about 36
months from final approval of the
Certificate of Need.
“To have a facility like this
one, combined with the Center for
Collaborative Research, will be
transformational for the campus,”
Witschen said.
Undergraduate
Student
Government Association President
Kelly Scott, senior athletic training
major, said many students wrote

News

letters of support for the hospital.
She said she was thrilled when she
heard the news.
“I was so excited because it’s
such a huge deal for NSU and it’s
really going to put us on the map
because this is not something that
every university has,” Scott said.
Scott said she hopes the
hospital helps NSU’s retention and
attendance and admission rates as
future students will benefit from it.

STUDENT LEADERSHIP AND
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT TO HOST
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

By: Jennifer Suarez

The
Office
of
Student
Leadership and Civic Engagement
will host a Leadership Conference
on Jan. 24 from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Don Taft University Center
and Carl DeSantis Building.
The conference will be
broken into two sessions and will
allow students the opportunity to
learn from NSU faculty and staff
and outside speakers offering
leadership knowledge.
Mary Beth Lillwitz, freshman
criminal justice major and member
of the conference planning committee
said the theme of the conference is
“Stand up, Stand Out.”
“We must go against the grain
and think for ourselves,” said Lillwitz.
“The conference will bring our
university together as a community

and motivate NSU to move forward
as one student body.”
The first session will feature
a speech about non-traditional
leadership approaches from Jessica
Ekstrom, a North Carolina State
University student and founder of
Headbands of Hope, a foundation
to fund life-saving childhood
cancer research.
The second part of the conference
will be held in the DeSantis Building
and will feature 12 guest speakers,
who will host breakout sessions that
last 50 minutes each. Students can
select two sessions to attend.
Students are encouraged to arrive
before 10 a.m. for complimentary
breakfast and networking.
Registration is open until
Jan.16 at 11:59 p.m., but will close
earlier if it reaches 300 registrants.
Lillwitz will be available on Jan.

9 from 8 to 10 p.m. in Goodwin
Residence Hall to help students
register. Students can also register
online
at
orgsync.com/45785/
forms/122340.
Lauren
Soares,
graduate
assistant for Student Leadership
and Civic Engagement said that the
conference is beneficial for all NSU
student and encouraged students
who are interested to take advantage
of this opportunity to further
develop their leadership skills.
Check in on the day of the
conference will begin at 9 a.m.
in the RexPlex basketball courts
and students should be dressed in
business casual attire. Students will
be provided with wraps for lunch
and snacks throughout the day. For
more information, contact Soares at
ls1801@nova.edu.

SUBMIT YOUR WORK TO THE
UNDERGRADUATE FILM FESTIVAL

By: Nick McNeil
Applications for NSU’s annual
Undergraduate Film Festival will
be accepted from Jan. 5 to Feb. 20.
The festival is part of the
Undergraduate Student Symposium,
which is hosted by the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences. All
films will be shown in April at the
Undergraduate Student Symposium
in the Performance Theatre in the
Don Taft University Center.
In the festival, undergraduate
students compete to see who can
create the best film. The students
serve as directors of their films and
create a three to seven-minute film
centered on this year’s academic
theme of identity. The first and
second-place winners will receive
a small cash prize.
Associate
Professor

Weylin Sternglanz who runs the
Undergraduate Film Festival with
Associate
Professor
Chetachi
Egwu, said that about three to 10
students participate each year.
“Creating a film is a
collaborative endeavor; students
learn to work together and have an
innovative end product to show for
it,” Sternglanz said. “Students who
create films also learn invaluable
technical and creative skills, which
give them a significant advantage
when applying to graduate
programs in film or media studies
and positions in advertising,
business, media and technology.”
Sternglanz said that once there
is a final list of who will compete,
dates for film workshops will be
announced. These
workshops
will show students techniques for
writing and how to use equipment.

Egwu said that this contest
pushes students to really show
what they are capable of.
“If there are second thoughts
about competing, then this isn’t for
you. We want workers,” she said.
Alexa Rea, freshman biology
major, said she would be interested
in participating.
“I was always interested in
film when I was young. Knowing
that there’s a competition coming
up soon makes me want to try it
out,” she said.
Students
interested
in
participating need to contact their
academic division or college for
more information. To see the
criteria for participation, visit
NSU’s film festival homepage at
fcas.nova.edu/student/student_
symposium/film_festival.cfm.
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Note from the
Editor-in-Chief

By: Keren Moros

Well, Sharks, it’s that time of year again — time to anticipate
the peace and calm that the end of the semester will bring.
All nature goes through cycles of activity and rest. Every
day we work for a few hours and then take a break and stay
awake for a few hours and then fall asleep. The Current is no
exception to this law of nature so we’ll be taking a break until the
winter semester when we return with our new issue on Jan. 13.
But even though we’ll be resting, we won’t be in hibernation.
Throughout the break, you can connect with The Current via out
social media pages and our website. We also encourage you to
share with us. Tell us what you’re doing over break, send us
story ideas, or just say hi. We love hearing from you as it allows
us to get to know you and let us know what you want to see in
the paper.
When we return in the new year, we also return with a
renewed commitment to students. Our new year’s resolutions
include covering more stories and topics that are relevant to
students and highlighting more student events. We’ve loved
getting to know NSU’s Sharks through features such as Diary
of, Athlete of the Week and Shark Speak. In 2015, we want to
feature even more students through photos and activities on our
social media pages.
On behalf of The Current staff, happy holidays and happy
new year. Whatever you celebrate, we hope you take this time to
reconnect with your family, friends and yourself and take a wellneeded post-finals break.
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News

The
The Current
Current wishes
wishes you
you aa
happy
happy holiday
holiday season
season
and
and aa prosperous
prosperous new
new year.
year.

WHILE WE’RE AWAY

EVENTS, ACTIVITIES AND DEADLINES BEFORE THE CURRENT RETURNS ON JAN. 13
By: Alyssa DiMaria &
Li Cohen
Winter 2015 course registration
deadline
Undergraduate students must
register for winter semester courses
by Dec. 18. New students must
make an appointment to meet with
an academic adviser, and continuing
students may register online through
WebSTAR or SharkLink. For
assistance or to meet with an adviser,
call the Undergraduate Academic
Advising Center at 954-262-7990,
email UGadvising@nova.edu or
visit nova.edu/ugadvising.
Giving Tree Book Drive
NSU’s Mailman Segal Center
will begin its Giving Tree Book
Drive on Dec. 19. The drive’s goal
is to collect books for disadvantaged
children ages birth to five years
old. Anyone interested in donating
is encouraged to drop off new and
unwrapped early childhood books at
the Mailman Segal Center. For more
information, contact Lorraine Breffni
at 954-262-7172 or at breffni@nova.
edu.
Howl-a-Day Donation Drive
The
Health
Professions

Division Library is collecting toys,
towels, office supplies, sanitizing
wipes and cleaning supplies for the
Humane Society of Broward County
until Dec. 20. The donation box is
located in front of the circulation
desk near the library entrance. For
more information, visit the HPD
Library reference desk or email Dana
Thimons at dthimons@nova.edu.
Attention undergraduates who are
on the brink of a new discovery
The Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences will be accepting
submissions starting Jan. 5 for its
annual
Undergraduate
Student
Symposium. Project submissions can
range from experimental, applied and
computational to theoretical, artistic
and literary work. This includes
class assignments and independent
projects. The research does not
have to be complete; submissions
can represent any stage of a
project’s evolution, from proposal
and literature review to finalized
experiments. Students interested in
submitting work are encouraged to
contact their academic division or
college for more information, and
seek a faculty member to serve as an
adviser for their project.

Calling all student leaders
The Office of Orientation and
Commuter Involvement is looking
for undergraduate students to serve
as an Orientation or Peer Leader.
Applications will be accepted
from Jan. 5 until Jan. 16. For more
information about the recruitment
process, please contact Craig
Johnson, graduate assistant for
training and development, at cj832@
nova.edu or 954-262-8102, as soon
as possible.
NSU RecPlex Facility Hours
Extended for 2015
The NSU RecPlex facility
hours will be extended starting on
Jan. 5. The new hours are as follows:
Monday through Friday 6 a.m. to
midnight, Saturday from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m., Sunday from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. The hours will be modified for
the winter break: Monday through
Friday from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., Dec.
20 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Dec. 2
from noon to 6 p.m., Dec. 22 from
Jan. 2 closed, Jan. 3 from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m., Jan. 4 from noon to 6 p.m.
Schedules are also available on the
NSU RecPlex mobile app.

NSU’s Mako Band is looking
for
guitarists,
percussionists,
keyboard players, singers and other
musicians. Rehearsals are held on
Mondays from 8 to 10 p.m. in the
Don Taft University Center, Room
310, the first rehearsal is Jan. 5
and all NSU students, faculty, and
staff are welcome to try out of the
band. Undergraduate students have
the option of earning one credit for
participation. The band performs
commercial and popular music and
original compositions, both on and
off campus. They are the official
band of the annual Student Life
Achievement Awards (STUEYs)
ceremony, and regularly performs
at the Celebration of Excellence,
the annual PEACE Concert, Improv
Jam!, and the Fellow’s Reception.
The band also performs locally for
community organizations including
the Fort Lauderdale Chamber of
Commerce. For information, contact
Bill J. Adams at wadams@nova.edu
or (954) 262-8025.

NSU’s Mako Band is Looking
for You!

Organizations prepare for
CommunityFest
Student organizations can sign
up to volunteer for the 12th annual
CommunityFest until Jan. 23 at 5
p.m. The event is scheduled for Feb. 7

[The new policy] is a step in the
right direction.”
Immigrants who have resided
in the U.S. for more than five years,
have children who are citizens or
legal residents, register and pass
criminal background checks and
are willing to pay taxes, will be
permitted to submit a request to
remain in the country without risk
of deportation for three-year time
period. They may reapply after
each term.
One of the actions includes
extending the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program from
two to three years. The program is
for children who came to the U.S.
before turning 16 and for those
who have lived in the U.S. since
Jan. 1, 2010. DACA was created in
2012 to allow children who meet
specific guidelines to submit a
request to be allowed to stay in the

U.S. for a two-year term, which
could be reinstated once the term
is complete.
Farquhar
College
of
Arts and Sciences Professor
Gary Gershman, who studies
constitutional law and history,
said that the policy is a shortterm fix for a problem that needs
a long-term solution.
“What we need is wholesale
immigration reform that’s passed
by Congress and signed by the
president. The policy doesn’t solve
the problem; it just helps fix parts
of it,” he said. “The government
doesn’t
have
the
financial
resources to deport 11 million
people, so he took the group of
about 5 million [undocumented
immigrants] and decided not
to remove them because it just
doesn’t make sense.”
The action does not apply to

from noon to 4 p.m. around the Gold
Circle Lake and is expected to host
more than 4,500 attendees. There are
five sets of two-hour shifts available
starting at 9 a.m., 10:30 a.m., noon,
1:30 p.m., and 3 p.m. Volunteers
are required to be 18 years or older.
Those interested in volunteering
must fill out the volunteer agreement
form and submit it to either the
Rosenthal Student Center in Room
211, or online at orgsync.com/46362/
forms/93877. For more information
about CommunityFest, visit nova.
edu/communityfest
or
contact
Michelle Betts, graduate assistant
for special initiatives, at mb2899@
nova.edu.
International student scholarship
International
undergraduate
students can apply for the Juan Pablo
Correa Memorial Scholarship until
Feb. 21 at 5 p.m. The scholarship is
worth $1,000 and is for international
students who demonstrate leadership
and are involved with the community
and school. The application can
be found on OrgSync. For more
information, contact Melissa Doreus,
graduate assistant for student
organizations, at 954-262-7453 or at
md1899@nova.edu.

OBAMA ACTS ON IMMIGRATION POLICIES

By: Li Cohen

On Nov. 20, President Barack
Obama announced a series of
executive actions to attempt
to improve the United States’
immigration enforcement system,
which will be put into effect
within 90 days.
“Even as we are a nation of
immigrants, we’re also a nation of
laws,” Obama said during his speech.
Obama stated that his order
will provide additional resources
for law enforcement guarding
the border, make it easier for
immigrants who have contributed
to U.S. society through business
and education to continue to do
so, and will outline necessary
steps to responsibly deal with
undocumented immigrants who do
not obey the country’s laws.
“Undocumented
workers
broke our immigration laws, and

I believe that they must be held
accountable, especially those who
may be dangerous,” he said. “We’re
going to keep focusing enforcement
resources on actual threats to our
security. Felons, not families.”
Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences Assistant Professor
George Bass said the President’s
order will focus on deporting
immigrants who are committing
crimes or are negatively impacting
society, rather than those who are
actively benefitting the nation.
“The President has been
talking about this issue for a long
time. Unfortunately, the House of
Representatives was unwilling and
unable to find common ground
on the issue,” he said. “I think
it’s silly to spend our resources
hunting down children who were
brought here by their parents and
don’t speak their native languages.

recent or future immigrants and
does not interfere with Congress’s
regulations; it simply means that
immigrants who meet those criteria
will not automatically be deported.
Because the order is not an official
law, the policy may be changed if
Congress comes to a decision as to
their standpoint on the immigration
issue and when a new president is
inaugurated in 2016.
Bass said there are a lot of
lies and myths that get tied up in
the immigration debate and that
this is a good time for students
to question what the immigration
policy says.
“If you’re going to understand
the rights and responsibilities of
being an American citizen, you
should understand what those rights
and responsibilities are built upon,”
he said. “Most of the immigrants
are coming here because they need

4
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This semester in photos
Lots happened at NSU this semester with
events like the Black Light Party, Glow in the
Shark, Homecoming, the Silent Witness Memorial
and Take Back the Night. Here’s a look back at
how students had fun and connected at NSU.

BLACK LIGHT

PARTY

NBC AT NOVA

SILENT WITNESS MEMORIAL

TOWN HALL MEETING
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ING

M
HOMECO

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT

GLOW IN THE SHARK

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE CURRENT AND OFFICE OF
MARKETING AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
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Features

Diary of...

By: Sydney Cook

Sydney Cook is a junior
communication studies major and
an athlete on the women’s volleyball
team. Her hobbies include painting
her nails, watching beauty videos
on YouTube and online shopping.
She hopes to one day be successful
enough to feed both her shopping
addiction and her future family.
Hello, my name is Sydney
Cook and I am a self-proclaimed
shopaholic. I don’t know how long
I’ve been one, but I do know that
every time I shop, I end up broke
and hungry because I’ve spent all
of my money on clothes. I am not
fazed by the fact that I live half of
my life broke — but well-dressed
— because when I look at my
bank statement and it reads H&M,
MissGuided, Necessary Clothing
and Sephora I can’t help but smile.
The mall is the most magical
place in the world to me other
than Walt Disney World, but that’s
a different story. As I ride up the
mall escalator, I feel like I’m riding
the stairway to heaven. It doesn’t
matter that I rarely wear the same
thing twice or that my clothes are,
literally, overflowing from my
closet and drawers, both at home
and in my residence hall. Nor does
it matter that my friends have fun
“shopping” in my closet when they
need something cute. Without a
doubt, the majority of my money
goes toward buying myself things
I don’t need. I also spend a lot
of time asking my parents to buy
my necessities (so I can save my
money for the things I really

need. Duh!) and if I can’t afford
something, like every iPhone that
has ever come out, that’s what
Mommy and Daddy are for.
I don’t think I am to blame for
my problem though. My mom has
fed my shopping addiction since
I was a little girl. Growing up, she
always bought my sister and me the
latest RocaWear outfits by JayZ and
BabyPhat by Kimora Lee Simmons.
My mother also fed into my online
shopping addiction throughout high
school since I didn’t have my own
debit card. My mother loves sales
and deals; she’d buy a cow if it were
on sale and figure out where to keep
it later. So whenever I wanted her to
buy me something online, I’d send
her a wish list from the particular
store with a coupon code. It was
that simple!
Online
shopping
101:
almost every online store has
multiple coupon codes; always
check Reatailmenot.com before
purchasing. Can you guess who
taught me that? My mother, who
clearly wants me to continue
splurging. After graduating and
moving to college, I got my first
debit card and have been running
to meet the UPS man ever since.
Online shopping has made my
life so much easier. Being a fulltime student-athlete cuts into my
mall time. When I think about the
large crowds of people running
through Sawgrass Mills Mall and
the parking struggles at Aventura
Mall, I find myself getting anxious.
But instead of going to the mall,
I can just buy it online… Duh. I
always have open tabs on my web
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a shopaholic

browser of online shopping carts
full of clothes, shoes and makeup
waiting for purchase. The secret is
that I have the cart there for at least
three days as I contemplate if I
really need it, and by the third day,
Forever 21 has emailed me saying,
“Hey come back, the items in your
shopping cart miss you!”
As much as I want these
items, there are plenty of fish in the
sea so, before I can fully commit,
I have to go through my daily
shopping routine because there
might be something hotter on the
market. Every day I cycle through
my favorite online retailers like
PacSun, TopShop, and Forever 21
to see what’s new and what’s on
sale. My motto is that promotions
and new item announcements can
happen, literally, every hour, and
I’ll never know unless I check. I
get way more free shipping emails
and emails promoting new arrivals
than messages from actual people.
The emails that make my heart skip
a beat are the ones that announce
a store is having a site-wide sale.
What? 30 percent off everything?
Yes please.
There is only one thing
about shopping that drives me
into an uncontrollable rage: when
something I want is sold out, and =
I can’t feed my addiction. Nothing
hurts me more. Why can’t online
stores have unlimited amounts of
every size and every color? So to
avoid feeling this pain as much as
possible, I end up reeling in those
items in that Forever21 shopping
cart because I do, in fact, need it.
Stop judging me.

Sydney Cook is a junior communication student.

There have been many times
I’ve felt the pain of a store selling
out of an item I really needed. This
summer, I bought a black halter
top from Forever 21 and, sadly, left
the white one. When I got home I
realized what a horrible thing I had
done so, I went back to Forever 21
at Pembroke Lakes Mall the next
day and there was no white halter
top in my size. I lectured myself,
“Sydney, why did you not get it
yesterday?” The possibilities of
me squeezing into the extra-small
or eating three cheeseburgers and
growing into the extra-large ran
through my head. I usually like to
limit myself to one cheeseburger
so, I simply shopped for other
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things. “Oh, I’ll get this necklace;
it’s cheaper, and it fits no matter
what I eat.”
At the end of the day,
shopping makes me feel better.
It’s a feeling I can’t find anywhere
else. Whenever I’m sad over a
dude, fighting with a friend or
bored as hell, I shop. I purchase.
I am instantly cheered. When
everything else falls apart, I can
still find something I want and
that is the most comforting feeling
ever. Those who believe money
can’t buy happiness obviously
haven’t been shopping at the right
places. So, yes, I may be broke, but
I’m happy and well-dressed.

Faculty Spotlight:
Almos Trif
By: Keren Moros
Artwork covers the walls of
the office of Almos Trif, professor
of pathology in the College of
Medical Sciences, who considers
himself an “art connoisseur.”
Trif enjoys visiting famous
museums all over the world. He
also collects art from around
the world when he accompanies
osteopathic medicine students
overseas for medical missions.
He has been to Guatemala,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Brazil, Argentina and Vietnam.
“Every place I go, I collect
very specific handicrafts from that
area,” he said.
Originally from Romania,
Trif also sees art in internal
medicine, the field he worked in
for 25 years. He describes internal
medicine as a holistic field and a
“permanent learning profession.”
“You can never be confined,”
Trif said, “It keeps that part of
medicine which is art. So if you

ask me how much science is
in internal medicine, I say that
everything lab-oriented is science,
but when you have to think
about it, the art comes. The art
of diagnosing is not so easy. You
need to be close to the patient and
understand his medical history
and background, and 80 percent of
the diagnoses come from dialogue
with the patient.”
Trif also has a law degree,
which he started studying for
during his medical residency.
“Law school helped me
understand the world because
we were having lectures about
economics, social systems,” he said.
Studying law also influenced
his medical career.
“Once I knew the laws, I
wanted to see what was governing
medical practice besides the laws.
Medical responsibility was only
taken from the penal code not the
civil code. If a doctor was ruining
the life of a patient somehow, he
had to go to jail, but there was no

damage repair for the patient.”
His wrote his dissertation on
medical judicial responsibility
and it is now required reading for
medical students in Romania. He’s
also written bioethics textbooks
and “Euthanasia, Assisted Suicide,
Eugenics: Great Dilemmas of the
Humanity,” which was a bestseller
in Romania.
When he came to the U.S.,
Trif also received his master’s
degree in medical ethics after
being awarded a Fogarty Grant at
Case Western Reserve University.
Besides his law degree, M.D.,
and master’s, he also has a Ph.D.
in forensic medicine. Because he
has four degrees, he has taught
everything from internal medicine
to pathology and medical ethics.
Coming from a family of
teachers, Trif has a legacy of
teaching to pass on to his students.
He tells students that he teaches
not to pass tests but for them to
have what they need for the rest of
their lives.

Professor Almos Trif teaches at the College of Medical Sciences.

“I think I push myself to give
the best of me for the students, so
the students can actually take not
just information,” he said. “They
can take the ways to process
that information, which makes it
knowledge. For me, the definition
of knowledge is the processing of
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the information.”
Trif believes that one of the
best things he can do is to never lie
to the students.
“They know that no matter
what I say that is the truth, and I
am very dedicated to them.”
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HOLIDAY EVENTS TO MAKE THE SEASON MORE JOLLY

By: Melissa Ospina
The most wonderful time of
the year is here once again. The
holidays are an eventful time
filled with preparing food, buying
gifts, decorating the house and
planning family gatherings. With
all the planning, we forget what
the holidays really are about:
spending time with those we love.
South Florida offers plenty of local
holiday events to do just that. They
won’t break the bank and are just a
car ride away. Here is a list of South
Florida’s free holiday events.
Holiday Light Boat Tour
Address: 219 SW Second
Avenue, Fort Lauderdale
On Dec. 19, the Fort
Lauderdale Historical Society
will host a docent-led tour of the
historic district perfect for the
history enthusiast in your family.
The tour will be followed by a
private boat tour of the holiday

lights along the New River and
the Intracoastal waterway from 6
to 8 p.m. For more information,
contact 954-463-4431 or info@
flhc.org.
Holiday Family Fun Days
1955 Federal Highway,
Pompano Beach
From Dec. 1 to 20, the
Pompano Citi Centre will have
games, arts and crafts, face painting
and photos with Santa from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays through
Sundays. For more information,
visit pompanociticentre.com
Holiday Extravaganza
Address: Foster Park, 609 NW
Sixth Avenue, Hallandale Beach
On Dec. 20, Foster Park will
host the Art in the Park Festival
from noon to 6 p.m. The festival
features items and gift ideas for
the holiday season. This event
is perfect for those who don’t
know what to get that special

Career Corner

Are Leadership Experiences on my
Resume Important?
By: Emilio Lorenzo

My fellow Americans, as your
president, I will … hold on … you do
not need to be president of the United
States to be a leader. Leadership is
a quality many employers today are
looking for in applicants because it is
applicable in a number of situations
and industries.
If you are currently in college and
unsure on how to start developing key
transferable skills you would need in
your career; a good way to get started
would be to join various groups and
organizations which can help you reach
such endeavors.
For example, imagine you are
a sophomore and are interested in
becoming a manager or enter the
business field in some capacity.
Working as a resident assistant for the
residential halls would provide you an
avenue to start cultivating skills that
could be applicable to the field.
Although a resident assistant
(RA) is not exactly a business setting,
in your role as an RA, you have to be
able to use effective problem solving
skills, be adept at assessing situations,
communicate, and build relationships
with parents and students coming
from a variety of backgrounds and
with different personality types. This is
similar to a manager or someone in the
business setting who constantly needs
to use problem solving skills when
dealing with customer or organizational
issues as well as being able to train and
lead a staff that has different learning
styles and triggers that motivate them
in the work place.

Developing skills as a leader isn’t
just limited to interpersonal skill sets
but also hands-on work as a leader.
For example, if you are a finance
or accounting major but are only a
freshman and not ready just yet to
take on a part time job or internship,
then maybe taking a leadership
position within an organization can
be valuable. If you are the treasurer
for your organization, it would give
you a chance to balance a budget and
use spreadsheets to keep the group
members’ activities organized, which
could prove valuable down the road in
your career.
You can also develop leadership
skills by getting involved in your
community. If you are a biology
student interested in healthcare, then
you must have noticed that service to
others is a huge part of that industry. If
you are to involve yourself in a mission
trip or help plan community events, an
employer or graduate medical program
will see the passion you have for this
field, making you a stronger candidate
as a whole.
Leadership roles can deliver a lot
of messages to employers, including
your ability to handle the level of
responsibility involved with a job or
internship and what you value as an
individual. Leadership roles can be a
great marketing tool on your resume
and can prove valuable as you try to
transition into your career. Overall,
leadership skills can be developed in
a variety of capacities and will be a
stepping stone for your future.

“Fitness is not a trend. It’s a lifestyle.” — Maria
Pontillo, group exercise instructor

someone for Christmas. For more
information, contact 754-2045947 or visit hallandalebeachfl.
gov
Annual South Florida
Chanukah Festival
Gulfstream Park & Casino, 901
Federal Highway, Hallandale
Beach
On Dec. 22, Chabad of
South Broward will host a
performance by Avraham Fried.
The performance will be followed
by the lighting of Florida’s largest
menorah in Gulfstream Park at 7
p.m. The event also features free
Hanukkah gelt and goodies for
children, food and prizes. For
more information, call 954-458-1877
or visit chabadsouthbroward.com
Embrace the holidays at
Southland Mall
20505 S Dixie Highway, Miami
This holiday, you don’t need
to spend money on professional

holiday greeting cards. From
Dec. 1 to 24, Southland Mall will
offer photos with Santa. For more
information, contact 305-2358880 or call mysouthlandmall.com
Visit Disney’s “Frozen” Ice
Palace
11401 NW 12th Street, Miami
From Dec. 1 to 24, Dolphin
Mall will have special scenes
from the movie “Frozen,” crafts,
photos with Olaf on his ice throne
featuring Santa Claus. For more
information, contact 305-4457550.
Symphony of Lights
Gulfstream Park, 901 Federal
Highway, Hallandale Beach
Now until Dec. 31 at
Gulfstream Park, the whole family
can enjoy hourly light shows every
hour from 6 to 11 p.m., featuring
more than 350,000 lights and a
50-foot Christmas tree. Every
weekend, children can meet Santa

Claus and Ms. Claus along with
angels, elves and toy soldiers. For
more information, call 954-4547000 or visit gulfstreampark.com.
Dolphin Mall’s Magical
Snowfall
11401 NW 12th Street, Miami
From Dec. 1 to Jan. 4, the
Dolphin Mall will host snow
flurries on the Ramblas Plaza
Thursdays
through
Sundays
from 7 to 9 p.m. Children 12 and
under will receive magic wands.
For more information, visit
shopdolphinmall.com
Don’t just stay home this
holiday wrapping gifts and slaving
in a hot kitchen cooking turkey.
Florida offers many great local
events all December long. Make
this holiday season memorable by
taking the family out for nights
full of holiday cheer.
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Coach’s Corner

Austin Warner

By: Randa Djabri

While coaching at Hawaii
Pacific University, Austin Warner
always thought that he was in
paradise, until he joined the NSU
athletics staff and realized that this
is the real paradise.
Originally
from
Dyer,
Indiana, track and field and crosscountry Assistant Coach Warner
wasn’t involved with running until
his junior year of high school.
It was all coincidental: Warner
originally played basketball, and if
he hadn’t been cut from his high
school’s team, he would’ve never
discovered his running talents.
“I wanted to be involved in
some kind of high school sport.
They didn’t have tryouts for track;
they just let anyone who wanted
to do it join. So I joined the track
team,” said Warner.
Warner has been running ever
since. His specialty is distance
running.
“I didn’t want to get away
from the sport because I loved it
so much, so I decided to make a
career out of it,” said Warner.
As the only athletic person in
his family, Warner had to follow his
instincts and pursue his passion.
“I’m the only runner in my
family, and my family thinks I’m

crazy just running in circles all day
long,” said Warner.
In addition to his love for the
sport, Warner’s high school and
college coaches heavily influenced
him to pursue a career in athletics
as they were his prime examples of
knowledge and passion.
Warner’s career began at
Trinity Christian College in Illinois
where he earned his bachelor’s in
sports and exercise science. His
accomplishments include being a
three-time National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
national qualifier in cross-country
and a four-time national qualifier
in track. He served as the team
captain his junior and senior
seasons. He also held personal
bests of 14:53 minutes in the 5,000
meter and 31:59 minutes in the
10,000 meter.
Warner joined the NSU crosscountry and track and field staff in
the fall of 2013 where he served as
a graduate assistant until he was
recently named assistant coach.
When it comes to coaching,
Warner is active and level-headed.
He enjoys running with the athletes
whenever he can. On harder workout days, he monitors his runners
by observing and evaluating how
they’re doing. He finds it much
easier to relate to the runners since

he’s been there before.
“I
don’t
think
yelling
works in these sports; it’s more
geared toward football and more
aggressive sports. I also like to run
with them as much as possible,”
said Warner.
Winners have motivation, and
everyone else wants it. Warner
motivates the runners by giving
examples. The best thing he
likes about sports is that athletes
are self-motivated, and their
motivation takes care of itself.
“I make them put a little
post-it note on their mirrors with
a quote or their times or whatever.
I also give speeches when I feel
that they’re needed. It’s a long
season, so we do need to keep them
motivated and going,” said Warner.
Just as the players need
motivation, Warner is inspired by
seeing the athletes succeed.
“It’s really cool to see how a
freshman grows into a sophomore
or junior. Whether it’s running
a personal best or getting a job
after they graduate or getting on
the dean’s list for a semester, I get
really motivated to see it,” said
Warner.
Balancing track and field and
cross-country for both the men and
women’s teams is not a hard task
for Warner. Fortunately, cross-
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Warner is in his second year of coaching at NSU. He primarily trains the distance runners and has brought
exciting and fresh ideas to the program.

country and track are in different
seasons.
“Cross-country is fall and
track is in the spring. Once track
season rolls around I pretty
much work with just the distance
runners who ran cross-country,”
said Warner. “It also helps that we
have great coaching staff where
each of us tackles a different area,
and in the end, every athlete gets
that individualized attention they
need.”
When Warner isn’t running,
he’s either playing other sports at
the beach or fishing.
“I can’t complain running in
70 to 80 degree weather all year
long,” said Warner.

ON DECK

Men’s Basketball

As for future goals, Warner
hopes to become a head coach at
either a Division I or Division II
school.
“For most assistants, it’s a
three to five year track to becoming
a head coach. I want to stay here at
NSU as long as possible, though,”
said Warner.
Warner advises athletes who
want to become coaches to make
sure their hearts are really into it.
“If your heart isn’t into it,
you’re wasting your time and the
athletes’ time. You have to make
sure you’re fully invested in it.
Competing and coaching are two
totally different things,” said
Warner.

Men’s and Women’s
Swimming and Diving

vs. Midwestern State University
NSU Arena
Dec. 13, 7:30 p.m.

Shark Invitational
Dec. 18 to Dec. 21

vs. West Texas A&M University
NSU Arena
Dec. 18, 8 p.m.
vs. University of Missouri-St. Louis
NSU Arena
Dec. 21, 1 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
vs. Shaw University
NSU Arena
Dec. 15, 2 p.m.

vs. Albany State University
NSU Arena
Dec. 19, 2 p.m.
vs. Fayetteville State University
NSU Arena
Dec. 20, 4 p.m.
For more game information,
visit nsusharks.com
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: Niklas Andersson

By: Randa Djabri

Splashing around in the
pool as a kid was the start of
a swimming career that would
continue throughout college for
Niklas Andersson.
“I’ve been swimming my
whole life. I played a couple of
other team sports as a kid, but
swimming appealed to me the
most,” said Andersson, junior
finance major.
Originally from Sweden,
Andersson came to the U.S.
seeking an opportunity to combine
his college studies with swimming.
“In Sweden, it’s really hard
to combine school with swimming
because we don’t have the same
college system. Some people try to
combine the two but it just doesn’t
work out because the schools
there don’t care about what you
do outside of the classroom. They
just want you to focus on your
education,” said Andersson.
Andersson spent his first two
years of college in North Carolina.
Moving away from his family and
adjusting to the new life was very
difficult at first, but Andersson got
used to it by constantly reminding
himself of his goals.
“I struggled my first semester.
I attended a really small school in
North Carolina. I had nothing to
do other than going to the pool and
to the classroom,” said Andersson.
Andersson realized that the
school wasn’t the right fit for him
and decided to transfer to NSU.
“I actually wanted to come
to NSU from the beginning, but it
didn’t work out so I had to go to
North Carolina,” said Andersson.
“I contacted the coach when I
decided to transfer, and it finally
worked out.”
At NSU, Andersson feels that
everything he does counts. With
all the support, he feels that he’s
not just swimming for himself
anymore.
“Everyone supports you and
cares about how you do. Back in
Europe, no one cares if you win,

Do you have any athletic members
in your family?
“My mom played soccer when
she was younger, and my younger
brother used to swim, but he quit a
few years ago.”

Do you have any personal goals
you’d like to accomplish aside
from school and swimming?
“I’d love to be a coach for
once in my life. I feel that after
all these years of being coached
I have enough experience to try it
out and see how it is. I would like
to be on the other side the pool
deck instead of being in the pool.”

Do you plan to continue
swimming after college?
“Probably not, I have to quit
at some point. I don’t think that
I’m good enough to make money
out of it, so I will most likely have
to quit after college.”

How do you celebrate winning?
“I’m kind of quiet. I’m not
the type of person who freaks out
and jumps.”

Do you plan on staying here or
moving back home after college?
“I’d love to stay here, but it
depends on what opportunities
come up from now until then.”
What’s your career goal?
“I’m not certain yet about
what I want to do for a job. If I
go back to Sweden I might do
something else, but if I stay here
I definitely want to master in
finance. I want to work in the
business industry for sure. It’s a
big field so this doesn’t limit me
to a specific job.”
What’s your favorite part of
swimming?
“It’s hard explaining the
joy of it to a non-swimmer.
Swimming lap after lap may seem
very boring, but I enjoy everything
about it.”
What has been your most
memorable moment swimming?
“It was when we won the
freestyle relay at the junior
nationals in my club’s team. That’s
probably the thing that I will
remember the most when I quit
swimming.”

ON THE
BENCH
Commentary by:
Ashley Figueroa

If I asked you to play one
baseball game and then handed you
$200,000, you would make almost as
much as Alex Rodriguez does every
game. Athletes’ exorbitant wages are
shocking but certainly not unusual.
Some may envy athletes’ salaries, but
that’s no surprise when the median
household income in the United
States is about $50,000. Meanwhile,
Lebron James makes $19 million in
one year and is still considered —
you guessed it — underpaid.
The reality is that there are
individuals with more important
jobs — that is, those whose jobs
affect society in a positive manner
— who make significantly less. It’s
not shocking that public servants like
teachers and police officers make
less than professional athletes. In
fact, it’s the consensus that they are
underpaid, but these individuals are

When do you feel most proud of
yourself?
“When I’ve worked really
hard all year and at the end of
the year, that hard work really
paid off. It’s when I see that
I’ve reached my goals and
accomplished everything that I
wanted to accomplish.”

even if you’re part of a club’s
team; no one cares if the team
wins,” said Andersson. “I like the
atmosphere.”
I got a chance to sit down
with Andersson to get to know him
better.

shaping the future of the country.
Some of them may even help future
athletes along their way to stardom,
but are only making a fraction of an
athlete’s salary. Even people who
are believed to be in “well-paying”
careers like medicine and law make
less than athletes do. Athletes simply
provide entertainment to the masses
and should not be paid more than
individuals who have a greater
impact on society.
However, that’s not to say that
athletes don’t deserve significant
compensation for their talents. These
individuals have been scouted by
agents since high school — or even
earlier — and are considered the
best at what they do. To maintain
this status, they tirelessly train and
practice year after year to improve
their performance. Even though they
work very hard, athletes do not need
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Niklas Andersson is a junior finance major and hopes to get his master’s in finance.

How do you describe yourself as
a swimmer?
“I try to do my best all the
time. I’m very competitive, so I do
get upset and frustrated sometimes
when I’m not swimming as fast as
I want to be.”
Do you have any special ritual
before getting into the water?
“I don’t know if you’d
consider it a ritual, but I’m always
worried that my goggles will slip
off and fall while I’m swimming.
So I’m always pushing them and
pressing as hard as I can. The skin
around my eyes is always red after
the race.”

Phelps. He’s such an inspiration to
me, even though he’s done some
bad things.”
If you could travel anywhere in
the world, where would you go?
“I’ve been to a lot of places,
but I’ve never been to Australia,
so I would love to go there.”
If you could play another sport
at NSU, what would it be?
“I would say baseball, maybe,
because in Sweden we have a
sport similar to it. But, for me,
swimming is the ultimate sport.”

Who’s your favorite swimmer?
“I grew up watching Michael

If a movie were to be made about
your life, who would you like to
play you?
“Leonardo DiCaprio.”

to be paid tens of millions of dollars
and, despite what these athletes
might say, paying them less would
not minimize their hard work. After
all, the salary of one professional
athlete would be enough to help an
entire city in a third world country
overcome poverty. Moreover, if
doctors study for years to make a
fraction of an athlete’s salary and
still live comfortably, then there’s no
reason an athlete can’t survive on a
lower salary.
Their high wages would be
easier to accept if athletes made
a better impact on society, like
capitalizing on their fame to be role
models. Although some may do
this, all too often, we hear about the
scandals: using steroids to artificially
enhance their performance, cheating
on their significant others or abusing
their families. The truth is that these
high wages can corrupt people by
making them greedier, which is why
so many athletes are quick to change
teams for a higher paycheck. Greed
is often coupled with other negative
behaviors, such as drug use, that drive
the athlete to his or her doom. Many
individuals will get involved in sports
not because they are passionate about

the game, but rather because they are
passionate about money. In an article
written for ESPN The Magazine, an
anonymous NFL player claimed that
the majority of NFL players cared
more about their paychecks than
winning games. Higher wages make
it virtually impossible to have good
role models in sports, because often,
the athletes’ priorities aren’t what
they should be.
In most careers, workers do
all they can to avoid being injured
because, in extreme cases, this could
lead to unemployment. However,
athletes worry less about this because
even if they are injured on the job —
technically, on the field — and are
unable to play, they are guaranteed
a certain salary. It seems unfair that
average Americans — usually the
fans of these larger-than-life athletes
— are struggling to make ends meet,
pay student loans and make mortgage
payments, while athletes are raking
in the cash for sitting on the bench.
Those who defend athlete
salaries claim televised sports
games are equivalent to movies and,
therefore, athletes are more than just
players on a team, but rather “actors.”
Actors are also overpaid, but that’s

Did you have a coach that really
inspired you and influenced
your decisions?
“I’ve had a lot of good
coaches. I had one coach back in
Sweden who had no idea what he
was doing and didn’t really know
much about swimming, but he was
so passionate about it. He was
crazy and great at motivating us.
He always transferred all the good
energy to us.”
How do you balance between
swimming and academics?
“It’s hard. I take a lot of naps,
so that keeps me alive. I try to
balance in a way that when I’m
in the pool I don’t think about
school, and when I’m studying, I
try not to think about everything
else and swimming. It helps.”
Do you have any other hobbies
other than swimming?
“It’s hard to find time to do
anything else. I’m into electronic
music because it’s really big in
Sweden.”

another story for another article. To
put it into perspective, consider that
Johnny Depp was paid $350 million
for the four “Pirates of the Caribbean”
movies. Most people — including me
— are not accustomed to having so
many zeros in a paycheck. The fact
that actors are paid excessive salaries
does not make it permissible to
overpay athletes.
Many will tell you that they
think athletes are overpaid and in the
same breath purchase their season
tickets and team gear. The truth is
that athletes are overpaid because
of fans. Teams make their money
through ticket sales, viewership
and merchandise sales and then
pass along these earnings to their
players. Therefore, if people agree
that athletes are overpaid, then they
should stop creating such a high
demand for sports.
Athletes’ salaries are really not
to be envied, and they shouldn’t be
making such ridiculous amounts of
money. By voting with our dollars and
viewing time, we can help reallocate
the funds that would otherwise go to
athletes’ salaries to better uses.
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TOP 5 CHRISTMAS MOVIES
TO GET YOU INTO THE SPIRIT

By: Jazmyn Brown
With the holidays right around
the corner, it’s no surprise that
TV stations like ABC Family are
gifting us with hours upon hours of
Christmas movies every day of the
week. These movies carry a deeper
meaning than the commercialization
of the holidays. ‘Tis the season
of getting, but it’s also a time to
reflect on the things that are most
important: family, friendship and
some Christmas spirit.
Our childhoods may be behind
us, but these movies offer a reminder
of what Christmas is all about,
because let’s admit it: we may have
grown up, but we still love Christmas.
Here’s a list of my favorite Christmas
movies that are sure to get you into
that Yuletide mood.

5. “A Charlie Brown Christmas”
(1965)
A short film that premiered

almost 50 years ago, “A Charlie
Brown Christmas” questions our
materialistic view of Christmas
and puts it back into perspective.
Dismayed by the commercialized
nature of the holiday season,
Charlie Brown decides to become
the director of a school Christmas
pageant. While everyone else is
obsessed with the season of gifts
and decorations, Charlie goes
about discovering the significance
of the Christmas holiday. He
discovers it in a tiny Christmas
tree and Linus’s speech about the
original meaning of Christmas
day: the birth of Jesus Christ.

4. “Dr. Suess’ How the Grinch Stole
Christmas” (2000)
The Whos of Whoville adore
the Christmas season, but one
character hates it — and the Whos
too. Charming as an eel, the Grinch
(Jim Carrey), is a malevolent green
being who lives in a cave outside of
Whoville and is intent on stealing

Christmas. Cindy Lou Who (Taylor
Momsen) sympathizes with the
Grinch; she finds out that he used
to love Christmas, but bullying
turned him sour. The Grinch steals
the Whos’ gifts, but is later moved
when they sing together despite
the fact that the Grinch stole
Christmas from them. He returns
their gifts with an apology and a
heart that has grown three sizes
larger. The spirit of Christmas is
returned to Whoville, and we see
that Christmas isn’t about getting
gifts, but being together.
3. “The Nightmare Before
Christmas” (1993)
Tim Burton is known for
directing macabre yet touching
movies, and “The Nightmare
Before Christmas” is no different. It
offers a unique twist on Christmas
that is essentially a mashup of
Halloween and Christmastime.
Jack Skellington, voiced by
Chris Sarandon, is the pumpkin
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king of Halloweentown who is
tired of celebrating Halloween
the same way year after year.
After discovering Christmastown
and his chorus of “What’s this?
What’s this?” Jack decides that
Halloweentown will commandeer
Christmas by kidnapping Santa
Claus and whipping up some
skeletal reindeer. As you can
guess, Jack ends up spreading
horror instead of joy; he gives
children some pretty terrifying
gifts. To save Christmas after his
mistake, Jack must save Santa
from the evil Oogie Boogie, and
Santa gives Halloweentown a real
taste of Christmas: fresh snow.
2. “Elf” (2003)
Starring Will Ferrell as a
human who was raised as an elf,
this film tells the timeless story
of fitting in and discovering your
identity. Buddy (Will Ferrell) is
sent from the North Pole, where
he lived among elves, to the
concrete jungle of New York.
Unaccustomed to the norms of
a human life, Buddy tries to
change the cynical hearts of the
New Yorkers, spreading the warm
Christmas cheer that fuels Santa’s
sleigh. Buddy is reunited with his

biological father and eventually
settles in with a new family of both
humans and elves, and Christmas
is brought to life again. The film
also stars Zooey Deschanel, James
Caan and Bob Newhart.
1. “The Polar Express” (2004)
“The Polar Express” is
based on the children’s book of
the same name, written by Chris
Van Allsburg. The movie follows
the Christmas Eve journey of an
unnamed Hero Boy (Daryl Sabara)
who is at the age where we all start
questioning Santa’s existence.
On the night before Christmas, a
mysterious train appears in front
of Hero Boy’s house, and it turns
out to be filled with other children
on their way to the North Pole to
see the elves and Santa Claus. The
conductor of the train is voiced
by Tom Hanks, who also voices
adult Hero Boy, the Hobo, Scrooge
and Santa. Hero Boy is the first to
receive a Christmas present: a bell
from Santa’s sleigh. By the time
Hero Boy returns home, he has
learned what his ticket punches
spell out: to believe.

J.B. SMOOVE STARS IN ALL-STAR FILM

By: Destinee A. Hughes

Chris Rock’s new movie “Top
Five” is filled with tear-jerking
laughs and host an all-star cast that
would put any movie to shame.
Gabrielle Union, Rosario Dawson,
Kevin Hart, Cedric the Entertainer,
Adam Sandler and Tracy Morgan
are just a few notable names to
mention. Chris Rock plays Andre
Allen, a comedian who is actively
trying to reinvent himself as a
serious actor.
Playing Andre’s assistant is
J.B Smoove, an American actor,
writer and standup comedian,
known to bring the laughs wherever
he is. He’s starred in films such as
“Pootie Tang,” and “We Bought
a Zoo.” While Smoove typically
plays the comic in movies, he
opted for a more serious role this
time, hoping to open more doors
to better opportunities.
“The good thing about this film
is Chris Rock cast me in this movie
not as the over-the-top J.B. In this
movie, I’m actually acting more like
an actor,” Smoove said. “This film
is going to help me a lot; it will open
other doors for me as an actor, as
opposed to just a comedian actor.”
Smoove
described
“Top
Five” as one of his biggest
accomplishments to date and
said that he has gained a lot of
knowledge about himself as an actor

in the movie.
Working with some of the
most talented comedians in the
industry, it’s easy to assume how
many funny moments happened
behind the scenes.
“Oh, it’s so fun. The good thing
about Chris Rock is that he loves
working with his friends. So, this is
just like a reunion,” said Smoove.
However, while working on set
with friends can be a breeze, Smoove
said comedians like him work very
hard to keep the jokes rolling.
“As comics, we are also
salesmen. We have to sell ourselves
first, then, we sell our product to
you,” he said.
Being a comedian is not as
easy as most people think it is, he
said. He also has his own words of
wisdom for inspiring comedians.
“The first thing I ever did
when I started doing standup
and also when I wanted to be a
writer was I took an improv class,
because one thing that improv
does is prepare you for anything
and everything,” he said. “I think
for anyone who wants to be a
writer, anyone who wants to be in
front of the camera or behind the
camera, it helps you communicate
with people better. It gives you
more confidence in yourself.”
“Top Five” will be out in
theaters on Dec. 12.

Comedian J.B. Smoove, first on the left, with “Top Five” costars Chris Rock, Cedric the Entertainer and Rosario Dawson.
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By: Amanda Kaplan
As another year comes to a
close, it’s that time to reminisce
on what happened during 2014.
Filled with many memorable
moments, the days of 2014 are
slowly coming to an end. Here’s
a list of some of the best and the
worst music, movies, television
and moments of the year.

Best of 2014
Movies
“Interstellar”
Matthew
McConaughey,
Anne Hathaway and Jessica
Chastain took us out of this
world when they learned time on
Earth was slowly coming to an
end. Their mission was the most
important in human history as
they traveled throughout space to
see if there would still be a future
for the people on Earth. With the
outstanding visual effects, many
have called this the movie of
the year. Hold on, because it’s a
bumpy ride.
“Gone Girl”
This one-of-a-kind thriller
starring
Ben
Affleck
and
Rosamund Pike kept us on the
edge of your seats wondering if
Nick Dunne (Affleck) killed his
wife. Did he or didn’t he? That is
the question.
“The Fault in Our Stars”
The story of Hazel Grace
(Shailene Woodley) and Gus
(Ansel Elgort) was an emotional
journey based on the book by John
Green. He knows how to make the
viewer cry with this thrilling and
tragic love story of two teenagers
who meet in a cancer support
group.

Songs
Women Take Over
“Shake it Off,” “Blank
Space,” “All About that Bass,”
“Black Widow,” “Break Free,”
“Anaconda,” “Rather Be,” and
“Dark Horse” were just a few of
this year’s top singles. Girl power
took over the music world. From
the “Bang Bang” collaboration by
Nicki Minaj, Jessie J and Ariana
Grande to Taylor Swift’s new pop
anthems, women were steady at
the top of the charts.
“Stay With Me”
New artist Sam Smith
surprised listeners with his sultry
voice and beautiful tunes. His
single “Stay With Me” is still a
staple for any playlist and a perfect
song to sing to in the car.

OF 2014
Albums

“1989”
Taylor Swift’s not in country
anymore. Her first official pop
album was a hit. She already has
four singles on the charts and
continues to surprise us with her
new and improved independent
woman persona.

Host of the 2014 Oscars,
Ellen DeGeneres pulled off
taking a star-studded selfie with
12 different celebrities. This one
beautiful selfie made history. In
less than an hour, this became the
most retweeted photo with over
1.2 million retweets.

“X”
Quiet British redhead Ed
Sheeran was the most streamed
global artist of 2014. His latest
album emphasizes his romantic
lyrics and acoustic sound. The
album is expected to go quadrupleplatinum before the end of the year.
“X” has also given Sheeran his first
number one single in the U.S.

“The Tonight Show”
Actor and comedian Jimmy
Fallon replaced Jay Leno on “The
Tonight Show” after 22 years. Jay
Leno was a major icon for the
late night show and Fallon was
honored to be chosen to fill such
big shoes. Leno cried the night of
his last episode and touched fans
with his heart-warming speech,
making it a moment to remember
in TV history.

TV Shows

Worst of 2014

“True Detective”
In early 2014, HBO’s new
show became a hit. Starring
Matthew
McConaughey
and
Woody Harrelson, the show is
receiving tremendous praise for
being only its first season. The
show is a crime drama where they
trace two Louisiana State Criminal
Investigations. The homicide
detectives hunt for a serial killer
in Louisiana over 17 years.
“The Walking Dead”
The season five premiere
broke the ratings record as the
most watched cable show of all
time. The AMC horror-drama will
be going into its sixth season in
2015. This post-apocalyptic story
centers on those who survive
amidst mindless zombies walking
through Georgia continues to take
over TV and social media.

Trends
Ice Bucket Challenge
Remember when you saw
everyone on social media dumping
ice water on themselves? This
funny and entertaining challenge
raised millions of dollars for ALS.
From celebrities to your boss,
everyone was challenging people
to pour ice water on their heads.
This viral challenge resulted in
over $100 million in donations to
ALS research.
Flash tattoos
These
temporary
body
tattoos flooded social media this
year. Worn by festivalgoers and
celebrities, these metallic tattoos
were the newest accessory. They
help dress up any outfit and can be
worn to go anywhere.

Moments
Ellen’s selfie at the Oscars

Movies
“Tammy “
Usually
funny
Melissa
McCarthy fell short in this summer
2014 flick. A fast-food worker
loses her job, wrecks her car and
finds her husband doing things
behind her back all within a short
time. She decides she needs to get
out of there but with no money and
no options her only choice is to
take a road trip with her grandma.
McCarthy let us down this time.
“If I Stay”
Main character Mia Hall is
caught in the middle of life and
death after a tragic car crash. She
does not know whether to follow
her dreams of going to Julliard and
be with the one she loves or follow
her family and leave the one
she loves behind. The film was
slow with mediocre acting. This
romantic drama is no Nicholas
Sparks tear-jerker.

Songs
“Waves”
The 2014 single sung by Mr.
Probz missed the mark. The lyrics
compare drowning and love, which
definitely confuses the listener.
As of now the new artist seems
to be a one hit wonder and will
continue to have this “problem” if
he doesn’t step up his game.
“L.A. Love”
The former Black Eyed Peas
singer Fergie released her new
solo song this September. The
song is a love letter to her home
of Los Angeles. She sings about
different cities around the world as
if she is studying for a geography
test. The lyrics are repetitive but
so catchy that it’s irritating. Fergie
still seems to be stuck in her
“London Bridge” phase.

“Yellow Flicker Beat”
Lorde’s single for the
“Hunger Games: Mockingjay:
Part 1” is dark and creepy. The
lyrics reference the main character
of the movie but her metaphors
throughout the song are too
complicated for the average radio
listener. The song’s intensity and
irritating undertone draws you to
the next button.

Albums
“Talk Dirty”
Jason Derulo’s new album is
a re-release and expansion of his
2013 album “Tattoos.” His four new
songs don’t add much to the previous
five songs. The entire album talks
about women. From “Wiggle” to
“Trumpets” his lyrics are repetitive
and fall short of his previous singles
“Marry Me” and “Vertigo.”
“Reclassified”
Iggy Azalea’s new album is
also an expansion of her previous
album, “The New Classic.” The
album features five new songs
and awesome collaborations but
her songs seem to fall short. With
multiple singles on the radio,
“Fancy” seems to be her the only
song radio worthy. Maybe Iggy
will have better luck next time?

TV Shows
“Girl Meets World”
This show was extremely
disappointing to fans of 90s sitcom
“Boy Meets World.” Favorites
Corey Matthews and Topanga
Lawrence-Matthews
are
the
only part of the show that makes
it slightly bearable. The show
is about their daughter, Riley,
navigating through her life as a
‘tween. It was a good try, Disney,
but it fell short.
“Selfie”
Any TV show titled “Selfie”
is questionable. A comedy loosely
based on the musical “My Fair
Lady,” the show is about a woman
who is obsessed with herself and
has a big internet following that
continuously tracks her posts and
pictures. She realizes one day this
doesn’t compare to real friends
and decides she needs to learn how
to live offline. But what does this
have to do with a selfie?
“Dating Naked”
A reality TV show about
people meeting for the first time
and clothes are optional . . . what?
Filmed in an exotic location,
this show features a man and a
woman who are followed around
on three dates. At the end of the
episode they talk about what they
had learned and decide whether
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they want to pursue their match.
Should this experiment really
have been on TV?

Trends
90s influenced fashion
Daisy prints, chokers, jelly
shoes, jumpsuits, and overalls are
just some of the trends that made a
comeback throughout 2014. Don’t
get me wrong, we all want to go back
to the 90s but some things are meant
to stay in the past. This fashion does
not inspire new or “hip” fashion.
These “old school” trends make
people’s fashion look “Clueless.”
Big hats
Either because of Pharell’s
famous Smokey the Bear-inspired
hat he wore to the Grammy Awards
or the Kentucky Derby, hats were
everywhere this year. Tall, short,
floppy, straw, denim colorful -any hat you could imagine was
worn this year. A hat is great for
a bad hair day or a baseball game
but this accessory choice could
not be pulled off.

Moments
Celebrity nude photos leaked
Beginning in August 2014,
thousands of celebrity nude
photos were leaked across the
Internet. Cellphone cloud storages
were hacked and celebrities’
private photos were seen all over
the world. Millions of people
were talking about and sharing
these photos across social media.
But besides a select few, most
celebrities were outraged at this
leak.
John Travolta’s flub
At
the
2014
Oscars,
John Travolta introduced the
performance of “Let It Go.”
Instead
of
introducing
the
Broadway star Idina Menzel
before her performance, he
completely butchered her name
by calling her Adele Dazeem.
Everyone acted like nothing
happened but it became so funny
to people that a Twitter account
was created to mock Travolta.
U2
Remember that day you
opened up your iTunes and the
new U2 album appeared? Apple
agreed to download the new
album to every iPhone for free
without telling consumers. This
aggravated many users and they
felt like it was an invasion of their
privacy. But hey, good idea U2!
2014 will definitely be a year
to remember. Let’s leave the worst
in 2014 and take the best to 2015.
Cheers to a new year!
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CHRIS PINE AND ANNA KENDRICK MAKE
A WISH IN DISNEY’S NEW MUSICAL

By: Keren Moros

Before ABC’s “Once Upon
a Time” brought our favorite
fairytale characters together in one
world, the 1987 musical “Into the
Woods,” taught us to be careful
what we wish for.
The popular musical won three
Tony Awards after it premiered on
Broadway and features songs by
the legendary Stephen Sondheim.
Disney’s new film adaptation of
the story, which opens Christmas
Day, is directed by Rob Marshall,
the director of “Chicago” and
“Pirates of the Caribbean: On
Stranger Tides.”
“Into the Woods” tells the
story of a baker and his wife,
played by James Corden and
Emily Blunt, who wish more than
anything to have a child. In their
quest to make their wish come true,
they cross paths with Rapunzel,
Jack, Little Red Riding Hood and a
witch, played by Meryl Streep.
They
also
encounter
Cinderella and Prince Charming,
who are played by Anna Kendrick
and Chris Pine.
Kendrick said that the fairytale
is for parents and children.
“I think that thematically
the whole piece is really about
parents and children and the
disappointments of parents and the
failings of parents, and it’s based
on stories that parents have told
their children for generations,”
Kendrick said.
Kendrick feels the story tells
parents that they have to be careful
what they tell their children.
“Children take lessons to heart
and it’s sort of about understanding
that they’re listening to us even if
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Anna Kendrick and Chris Pine play Cinderella and Chris Pine in Disney’s adaptation of the Stephen Sondheim musical “Into the Woods.”

doesn’t feel that way, and it’s our
responsibility to prepare them
for the realities of the world,”
Kendrick said.
For their own roles, Pine and
Kendrick both enjoyed making the
classic characters their own. Pine
said that while the other characters
go through complex journeys
and experience joy, heartache,
sorrow and grief, his character is
“wonderfully self-absorbed.”
“I had a lot of fun bringing some
levity to the picture, or tried to,” Pine
said. “There’s a bit of a buffoon in
the prince. Cinderella gives him the
chance to really feel and to really
connect with her, and I think he does
for a brief second, but then does
make the choice to kind of go back
and run off and relive over and over
and over again this storybook life
that he is so accustomed to. But, I
had a lot of fun making the prince
kind of buffoonish.”
On Kendrick’s part, the

director allowed her to be “a sort
of over-thinking, over-logical,
neurotic princess.”
“I think the great thing was
that Rob Marshall really embraced
a modern sensibility for all the
characters, because since these
stories kind of belong to the ages,
it makes sense that in some ways
we update them every generation.”
Kendrick’s Cinderella mirrors
modern women who Kendrick
said tend to overthink and look at
everything from every angle to make
the right decision. Her character’s
turning point comes at a moment of
crisis for the characters when she
realizes what’s really important.
“She sort of she says to the
prince, ‘Do you understand me?
Do we understand each other?
Do we even live in the same
emotional world?’” Kendrick said.
“And when the answer is no, it’s
very easy for her to say, ‘I choose
the unknown. Even though you

represent security and a better life,
I choose the unknown.’”
Pine and Kendrick have both
sung in films before. Kendrick was
nominated for a Tony for her role
in “High Society,” but starring in
a musical was new for Pine, who
sang the country song “Someday
Came Today” in “Small Town
Saturday Night.”
“The musical theater genre
is very specific and the sound
that you’re going for is obviously
quite different from something like
the country music I did before,”
Pine said. “But I had a lot of fun
learning the ins and outs of the
technique of the genre, and I had
a lot of incredibly talented people
who had worked in this medium
before, from Anna to Meryl Streep
and Christine Baranski. So I had a
lot of good company around me.”
For Kendrick, the musical was a
departure from the pop melodies she
crooned in “Pitch Perfect” and the

upcoming sequel. Kendrick said it
was harder to film “Into the Woods.”
“I
was
petrified
and
excited,” Kendrick said. “It was
an unbelievable challenge, but
obviously singing Sondheim is so
rewarding and fulfilling and it was
just a dream come true.”
The cast rehearsed for a month
before beginning filming. With
such a large cast, not everyone
had a chance to work together, but,
Pine said, they did get to see what
everyone was doing.
“I think that [rehearsing]
really helped infuse the project
with a sense of community and
that we’re all kind of on the same
page,” Pine said. “I think you’ll
hopefully feel that great feeling in
the film.”
After opening day, check The
Current’s website at nsucurrent.
nova.edu for a full review.
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All of our food is either baked or sauteed to order.
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How much is an MBA worth?

MBA

THE

VALUE
OF AN
PANEL DISCUSSION

NSU Main Campus • Wednesday, December 10th • 6 p.m.
Research shows MBAs hold their value, even during periods of recession.
Find out exactly how much an MBA is really worth. Come to the H. Wayne
Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship’s MBA panel discussion
for expert opinions and insights from corporate executives, faculty
members, alumni, and current students.

Topics include:
• The right time to pursue an MBA
• The value of an MBA in economic down times
• How employers view prospects with MBAs
• The financial difference of an MBA over a lifetime
• How an MBA will change your approach to your job
• The value of earning a specialized MBA degree—like one of the
Huizenga Business School’s 11 MBA concentrations

Take advantage of this opportunity to discover the value of earning
your MBA at NSU. Go to www.nova.edu/mbapanel to register.
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Opinions

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR

When I heard the verdict for Darren
Wilson in the Mike Brown trial, I was upset
due to what I felt was an act of disrespect
toward black lives. Listening to many young
people express their anger and even hate
via text message, group chats and social
media, I realized that biggest response to
this situation was not “how can we come
together to stop this” but violence. I was
inspired to write a piece to speak to my
generation. I want them to realize as long as
we see ourselves as victims, we will never
be anything less than a victim. Violence
leads to more violence, anger leads to more
anger and hatred leads to more hatred. What
will that do but keep things the same? I
wanted to write a piece that said “How can
we change this?”
Answer me this...
Why is it that when tragedy rings
Violence is the one that answers?
Why are so many of us plagued with
the mindset “whoa is me” but we’re slow
to speak and
yet we turn to post pictures of our
frustration on IG and
spit out one hundred and forty

characters of anger through a tweet while
trying to confront others of a situation by
saying Facebook me
No Take a seat
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and Michael Brown
Has only brought forth the type of
unity that exposes belligerence
No one focused on Vigilance
Everyone focused on the protest but no
one focused on deliverance
How can we change it?!
It’s not rocket science
If we could just stop the defiance
And get with peace to build an alliance
We can break the silence and speak up
to stop the violence
Who’s brave enough?

Answer me this...
Why are we not teaching the next
generation how to be free.
But instead through our action as we
seem to be teaching them the true meaning
of captivity.

Yes I said it we as a people are bound...
And have given ourselves a name change
so that we’re now known as victim and not
once do we take responsibility instead we
blame it on the system.

Answer me this?
If the justice system was called the just
us system would you still feel like it failed?
Would you still be walking around like a
martyr as if it were to a cross that you were
nailed?
Answer me this...
Why is it that death of Trayvon Martin

Bullets flying, young ones dying,
parents are burying their children can’t keep
from crying
Answer me this
When will you realize that it’s not okay
that our peers are gone in a wink we must
get it together
I don’t want us to be the first generation
to become extinct
Because you see the more that hate
grows The more Love is starting to shrink
It stinks because no one is brave
enough to be the voice of today that’s the
missing link
Indeed
It’s like we want change to be
But no one wants to be the change we
want to see.
Answer me this...
When will enough be enough?

Black boys priding themselves in gang
banging with the bloods and the crypts
Not realizing that blood stands for
the blood bath given to those who don’t
cooperate
and crip is for crippling those they
can’t annihilate
Black young girls priding themselves
in being fast, some doing it for cash,
Because in this race of losing your
virginity they don’t want to be last.
Answer me this...
When are we going to speak up?
As a people desiring true freedom
When are we going to speak out and
bring unity to the chaos?
When are we going to stop hiding
behind social media and truly let our voice
be heard?
Answer me this..
Are your parents hugging you out of
fear or out of love?
To my generation We say we’ve had
enough but I’m calling the bluff we must
stop putting up with this stuff
until we move from rioting to rallying
to be the change we want to see. We will
never ever see the change we want to be
DeAndra Simmons
Senior communication studies major
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faceoff

JUST RELAX

By: Amanda Kaplan

Being in college, I know my friends
and I look forward to winter break for
months. Going home and seeing your
family, relaxing, watching Netflix, seeing
hometown friends and, of course, catching
up on sleep — what could be better?
Though summer vacation is three and
a half months long, winter break only lasts
three weeks. I don’t see the need to be
pressured into doing something with every
second of my time during winter break; it’s
my time to relax, recharge and be as lazy as
I want to be.
Winter break should be a time to
recharge. Three weeks is not a lot of time
to do something extremely productive or
resume-building. A majority of the break is
spent celebrating holidays, anyway.
For hours on end we have been going
to class, studying, working, being a part of
organizations and trying to catch a decent
amount of sleep in between all of that. Our
bodies are physically and mentally tired and
need to be refreshed for the semester and
year ahead.
The more stressed and anxious you
become the harder it is to sleep. Why not
relax and do something that may help your
health? According to a Barnard College
study, stress is the most common cause
of insomnia. The study found students
are twice as likely to be sleep deprived as
the general population. He also suggested
students not getting enough sleep are
struggling to balance classes, finances,
social lives, athletics, volunteer work,

parental expectations and employment.
College students need time to relax and
just be people instead of trying to be the
energizer bunny, especially after finals are
over. Winter break is the time to get the
right amount a sleep, get your body back
on a proper schedule, de-stress and focus
on making next semester better than the
last.
Summer is the time to focus on
internships, volunteering, jobs, and
anything else you can do to build your
resume. For three and a half months our
minds are constantly on and running.
There are always people around and
always something going on. Hanging
out with friends, watching movies and
sleeping should be your focus during
winter break. When you’re home and on
winter break, it is time to relax and enjoy
the comfort of your bed and homemade
food. It’s your time to do nothing and
cuddle under your covers.
Besides relaxing, it’s also a good idea
to get ready for the semester ahead. Take a
breath, go shopping, and set your goals for
the start of the semester. Being prepared
and more relaxed from the beginning will
start you on the right foot. Being rested,
recharged and rejuvenated will allow for a
better, more productive semester.
Winter break is our time to sit back
and relax. It is something to look forward
to, and we should continue to do so.
Everyone deserves a time to be lazy, and
winter break is the perfect opportunity.
Get your pajamas, remote and blanket
ready. It’s time to relax.

GETTING UP AND
GETTING ACTIVE

By: Jennifer Suarez
It’s finally December, and you’re about
to take your last few finals for the semester.
You know what that means? School is over
and winter break has officially started. No
more homework, no more studying and no
more papers to research for. Winter break
usually means sleeping in, watching Netflix
all day and being lazy for three weeks, but
what if I said you should do something
different for a change?
Typically,
students
become
unproductive during winter break, or any
kind of break for that matter, and I know
this from experience, I am the first to turn
my alarm off, sleep until noon and binge
watch shows on Netflix all day.
Students do the opposite and stay
productive during their break from school.
By doing this, you stay in routine — and
let’s face it, being in school is nothing
but a routine. If you spend the next few
weeks of winter break perfecting laziness
and watching Netflix all day, then you’ll
get in the habit of being lazy. This habit
makes it that much harder to get back into a
productive routine once school starts again;
when you’re unproductive during winter
break you make it harder on yourself to get
motivated for anything.
I know first-hand that every student
does need some down time during winter
break. So, go ahead and shut your alarm off
and get some sleep, but when you get up,
instead of going straight for the TV, read a
book you’ve been dying to read. If you’re
not much of a bookworm, you could tap into
your creative side and make a scrapbook
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A common misconception is
that the end of legal segregation was
the end of institutionalized racism in
America. But, in reality, 50 years after
the Civil Rights Act was added to the
Constitution, institutionalized racism
still exists, with Michael Brown and
Eric Garner as two recent victims. To
deny that there is still a race issue in the
U.S. is to be blinded by ignorance and
white privilege.
Here is a brief history lesson.
In the 1954 landmark case Brown
v. Board of Education, the Supreme
Court declared segregation of public
schools unconstitutional and the federal
government outlawed separate but
equal” legislation nationwide. This
was not a popular ruling: a majority
of the U.S. population in the South
passionately supported segregation and
violent protests ensued. Opposition
was so strong that African American
students had to be escorted by the
military to newly integrated schools.
Ten years later, thanks to the
passionate protests of the Civil Rights
Movement, the federal government
passed The Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which made all public segregation

unconstitutional, made way for
affirmative action, protected voting
rights and created a system for equal
employment opportunities. An end
to segregation had to be mandated
by the federal government, a law that
would typically be reserved for state
governments, because the American
public was too racist to actually enact
change. While African Americans are
granted equal protection and rights in
the eyes of the law, they are not granted
equal rights and protection in the eyes
of society still filled with hostile racism.
Granted, modern-day society is by
no means as racist as it was in the 1960s.
We were all taught that segregation was
wrong and to respect Martin Luther
King Jr. in elementary school. Still,
several of us assume that the system
we have in place is enough to foster
equal opportunity and protection and
that there does not need to be any
more reform. White privilege, defined
as rights, advantages, or immunity
granted to or enjoyed by white people
beyond the common advantage of all
others, makes it impossible for nonblack society to understand that a
change needs to made because they do
not see or experience institutionalized

racism and, therefore, assume that the
system is perfectly fine. However, other
races, particularly African American
communities, face social, political and
economic disadvantages because they
live in a society where they are less
socially dominant and still face racism
and discrimination. While “separate
but equal” is illegal, different treatment
according to racial stereotypes and
racial profiling and lower funding for
public facilities in predominantly black
areas perpetuates a different kind of
separate but equal.
The Michael Brown and Eric
Garner cases brought the issues of
police brutality in African American
communities to public attention.
Honestly, I have so much respect for
cops and the fact that they put their lives
in danger everyday to enforce the law.
Without cops, we would live in a lawless
society. However, that doesn’t mean
that all cops make sound decisions or
are reasonable and unbiased, especially
when it comes to their treatment toward
minorities. While the facts surrounding
Michael Brown’s death are still cloudy
and open to interpretation, six gunshot
wounds on a petty theft suspect is
excessive force. However, police
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You can also volunteer at many
different places, including churches, animal
sanctuaries and shelters. Volunteering keeps
you busy and gets your mind and body used
to being productive every day. Once school
starts again, you’ll have no problem getting
motivated to get up and study for a test.
If you don’t want to volunteer, then there
are many other things to do. You can even
get more creative and redecorate your room.
If redecorating isn’t your cup of tea, then
maybe you can head outside for a workout or
just spend some time outdoors. Plan a picnic
at a park with your loved ones.
If you hate the idea of working out, then
avoid the typical workouts and go for a bike
ride. You can take a friend with you and ride
along some of the bike trails found in places
like Vista View Park. A nice bike ride with a
friend is just the kind of activity to help you
refresh your mind and body.
Not only will keeping busy during your
winter break make it easier to get back into
a school routine, but it could also improve
your mood. Staying active can help you destress, and exercising releases endorphins
that energizes you and makes you feel good.
You don’t have do cardio for an hour to get
this affect. You can take a nice walk around
your neighborhood or go for relaxing swim
to help clear your mind and lift your spirits.
Break free of the typical stereotype of
a lazy college student during winter break.
Skip the “True Blood” marathon and get
outside and just breathe in the beauty of
nature around you. Recharge your body as
well as your mind this winter break.

brutality factoring into Eric Garner’s
death is not open to interpretation.
You can literally watch the video of
a man that was accused of selling
untaxed cigarettes get held down by
four police officers in a chokehold and
hear him cry out that he can’t breathe
several times on YouTube. There are
no discrepancies. Yet, the cops pleaded
self-defense and used racist stereotypes
to explain their judgment when accused
of police brutality. The fact that neither
cops were indicted shows that our
justice system tolerates racism.
I have seen way too many people
post on social media that if African
Americans don’t want to get killed
they should not engage in criminal
behavior, citing harmful stereotypes
associated with African Americans
and comparing them to “hoodlums.”
#PantsUpDontLoot even became a
trending hashtag on Instagram and
Twitter. To say that likelihood to engage
in criminal behavior directly correlates
with the amount of melatonin in your
skin is not only offensive and racist
but also incredibly illogical. Criminal
behavior most frequently is associated
with poverty above anything else.
Yet, innocent or guilty, regardless of
socioeconomic status and what they
are wearing, African Americans are
more likely to be accused, stopped,
frisked and treated in an exaggeration of
standard procedure based on the color
of their skin because of racial profiling.
Those who side with the police
officers of both cases don’t understand

their white privilege. White privilege
is the ability to dress in baggy jeans,
snapbacks and tank tops, like Justin
Beiber, without being labeled as a thug
or a low life. White privilege is the
ability to shop without having to be
closely monitored by security. White
privilege is the ability to walk around
without getting stopped, intimidated
and questioned by police officers based
on the color of your skin.
Before claiming there is no
race issue in America, take a look at
posts tagged #LivingWhileBlack on
social media sites and compare the
differences with how white people and
black people are treated in our society.
These are not just once-in-a-lifetime
mistakes; these are things that have
happened throughout our history and
will continue to happen unless change
is made.
Whenever someone says you have
white privilege, don’t get offended.
White privilege is not about blaming
white people for race issues in America.
It’s a sociological phenomenon that
explains why people of a dominant
status don’t understand or see the
oppression of those who experience
oppression. Instead, try to understand
what advantages you might have based
on the color of your skin. Instead of
rolling your eyes at yet another protest
and complaining about highway road
closures, listen to the voices of the
underrepresented and their cries for
change and try to understand that they
are fighting for equality.
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Help Wanted
All students should contact the Office of Student Employment Website
to apply for these positions:
http://www.nova.edu/financialaid/employment/how_to_apply.html

Senior Student Assistant/Office
Assistant-(1093)-Estevez
Job ID: 5385
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Assist the Credentialing and
Contracting Department scanning
all Providers documentation and
Credentialing applications into Share
Drive, load documents into One App
Software. Create a Credentialing
Medical Staff File for each Provider
with all the current information.
Perform other duties assigned by
supervisor.
Administrative Student Assistant(HPD180)
Job ID: 4994
Hours: 10 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Perform intermediate level clerical
tasks, including but not limited to:
receiving and directing visitors, fielding
telephone calls, scheduling meetings,
composing basic correspondence,
and providing routine general office
support.

Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Assist
the
Benefits
&
Authorizations Department verifying
insurance eligibility for Dental,
Optometry, Audiology, Rehab and
Speech Clinics. Provide customer
service to front desk staff as needed.
Perform other duties assigned by
supervisor.

Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Assist the Manager of Library
Business and Employee Services.
Responsible for performing specialized
clerical duties such as record-keeping,
database
maintenance,
verifying
payment of invoices, reviewing Ariba
requests for accuracy, filing, copying,
and mailing correspondence.

Student Assistant/ ASA Desk
Attendant-(730)
Job ID: 4691
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8/hour
Greet & relate to all visitors. Direct
NSU students, visitors and employees
to various NSU departments for
assistance as appropriate. Manage the
designated phone line and reservations
for Student Affairs golf cart and
truck. Direct traffic to the appropriate
departments. Schedule, set-up and
maintain meeting rooms and patio area.
Daily light maintenance of reception
and meeting room areas. Other duties
as assigned.

Field Operations Assistant-(374)
Job ID: 4567
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8/hour
Assist the Operations Coordinator
by ensuring fields and facilities are
prepared for home games and events.
Act as a troubleshooter at events by
providing supervision. Assist with
game management.
Assistant Swim Coach-(1043)
Job ID: 5365
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 20 hrs./
week
Rate: $10/hour
1. Serve as age group swim
coach for junior and/or reef swim
groups
2. Create an educational,
safe and inviting experience for all
participants
3. Greet, acknowledge, engage
and interact with participants at all
times
4. Initiate,
develop
and
maintain positive relationships with
participants and parents
5. Provide a safe, clean and
organized pool area

Student
Assistant/Office
Assistant-(726)
Job ID: 4689
Hours: 20 hrs./week to 25 hrs./week
Rate: $8.50/hour
The Office Student Assistant will
assist in the daily functions of the Main
Office, Student Organization Resource
Center and Tracking of events for
student organizations and The Office of
Student Activities.
Essential Job Functions:
·
Put on ORGSYNC training
sessions for student organizations
·
Supervise students using the
Source computers keeping the Student
Organization Resource Center clean
and organized
·
Being knowledgeable about
forms and procedures for student
organizations
·
Keep in contact with Student
Organizations with updates
·
Assist
Students
with
resources available for their Student
Organizations
·
Track students attending
events for student organizations and
Student activities
·
Manage the daily operations
at the Front desk and the Student
Organization Resource Center
·
Greet guests and staff
members in a warm and friendly
manner; provide an enthusiastic and
informative introduction to Student
Organizations Resource Center, and be
a resource to all visitors and guests
·
Answer in-coming calls
promptly and professionally
Other duties as assigned related,
but not limited, to the Student
Organizations operation services,
programs, meetings, and/or events.

Student Assistant-(561)
Job ID: 4615
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.50/hour
Assist the team with marketing,
event planning, and research. Support
the administrative needs of the office.
Work with students and employers
aiding the employment database
process.

Senior Student
Assistant-(1091)
Job ID: 5381

Administrative Assistant - Library
Administration-(829)
Job ID: 4924

Assistant/Office

Student Assistant-(HPD149)
Job ID: 4937
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.50/hour
File records, answer phones,
making photocopies, data entry. Special
projects e.g. rotations, implant orders.
Other duties as assigned.
Student
Worker-Front
Desk
Customer Service-(861)
Job ID: 4765
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 15 hrs./week
Rate: $8.75/hour
·
Schedule
tutoring
appointments for NSU students over
the telephone and face-to-face using
web-based tutoring database system
·
Provide excellent customer
service to students, faculty, staff, and
other members of the NSU community
both over the phone and face-to-face
·
Answer multi-line phone
system
·
Complete basic office tasks,
such as filing, scanning, faxing, and
emailing
·
Replenish, restock, and
prepare tutoring rooms throughout the
day
·
Complete other special
projects as assigned by the Assistant/
Associate Directors

Operations Assistant/ Facilities-(779)
Job ID: 4716
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $7.93/hour
Answer telephones, manage the
operation of the front service desk,
answer questions, enforce facility
and program policies, conduct face
checks, and distribute information and
directions. Maintain the cleanliness of
the facility and the upkeep of the facility
program space.
Group Exercise Instructor-(550)
Job ID: 4608
Hours: 5 hrs./week to 10 hrs./week
Rate: $14/hour
Create and lead safe and
challenging group exercise classes.
Laboratory Assistant (HPD141)
Job ID: 4968
Hours: 10 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Perform
general
laboratory
assistant tasks to support a faculty
member in the lab.
Student Research Assistant-(353)
Job ID: 5265
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Assist management faculty with
various projects. Provide clerical and
research support to undergraduate and
graduate business programs. Tasks

include data collection, analyzing data,
data entry and filing. Answer phones.
General office work. Other duties as
assigned.
Network Specialist-(503)
Job ID: 4590
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $11/hour
Assist in the installation of
networking equipment. Assist in
trouble-shooting network outages.
Gather and compile information for
special projects.
Desktop
Computing
Assistant-(039)
Job ID: 4487
Hours: 15 hrs./week to 20 hrs./
week
Rate: $9/hour
Assist full-time technicians with
the daily installation and maintenance
and support of personal computer
hardware and software. Troubleshoot
technical issues relating to faculty and
staff desktops. Assist OIIT logistics
in the pick-up and removal of surplus
equipment.
Math/ Science Tutor-(67)
Job ID: 4509
Hours: 12 hrs./week
Rate: $8.75/hour
Work with students in one-on-one
tutoring session both live and online.
Discuss learning, test-taking, and study
strategies while assisting with course
work assignments and questions.
Maintain familiarity with all courses
that you are responsible for tutoring by
reviewing textbooks, software/videos,
and solutions manuals.
Student Assistant/Front Office Staff/
Security-(98)
Job ID: 4526
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $7.93
Provide customer service support
in the general operations of office
procedures and functions. Create an
environment that is welcoming and
inviting to all residents, students, staff,
and the NSU community.
Essential Job Functions:
·
Provide quality customer
service and maintain a professional
environment within the office
·
Update building publicity on
a daily basis
·
Maintain a clean and
organized front desk
·
Answer and respond to
inquiries via phone, email, and in
person
·
Assist in the general
operation and communication of office
procedures and functions
·
Offer assistance to residents
and general NSU community
·
Have familiarity with all
residential life and housing policies in
order to effectively enforce them
·
Correspond with other
NSU Departments as required to assist
residents or staff members

·
Periodically visit other
campus offices to deliver or pick up
items
·
Assist in specific office
projects as assigned by the Area
Coordinator and Assistant Area
Coordinator
·
Input work orders, incident
reports, locksmith request, and Mac
Gray work orders when problems or
issues occur
·
May be required to commute
to other campus offices, conference
rooms, and on occasion, to off-campus
sites to attend meetings, conferences,
workshops, seminars etc.
·
Follow proper procedures
when an incident occurs; as well as
accessing the necessary emergency
information in a confidential manner
·
Other duties as assigned
Audio-Visual Technician/HPD-(285)
Job ID: 4554
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8/hours
Provide audio-visual technical
support during NSU class sessions.
Includes providing Audio Visual (AV)
support and Basic PC/Computers
support during classes and as assigned.
Provide telephone coverage, equipment
delivery & troubleshooting upon
request. May be required to travel offcampus on occasion.
Field Operations Assistant-(374)
Job ID: 4567
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8/hour
Assist the Operations Coordinator
by ensuring fields and facilities are
prepared for home games and events.
Act as a troubleshooter at events by
providing supervision. Also assist with
game management.
Student Ambassador-(397)
Job ID: 4568
Hours: 12 hrs./week to 25 hrs./week
Rate: $8/hour
Conduct campus tours to
prospective students and their families.
Other duties include data entry. Answer
incoming phone calls. Participate in
special events and Tele-counseling.
Administrative Student Assistant/
Proctor-(732)
Job ID: 4692
Hours: 5 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
Responsible for administering
the Child Care Exams at exam site. Set
up room for testing, admit persons to
testing site, verify person, test and date,
maintain security of exams, validate
inventory prior to and after the exam.
Ensures that the room is prepared and
materials are distributed and returned;
maintain integrity of the tests. Schedule
may be for every other weekend.

